I can statements  Drawing Class

I can learn to “see correctly” so I can draw accurately

I can learn to draw using the right side of the brain

I can use the Bargue method of drawing (block in with straight lines and angles, refine lines, draw shapes of shadows, shade lightly in one direction, change direction and add more layers to the shading, look for the shape of the mid tones, shade lightly.)

I can learn different styles of shading and building up tone (cross hatching, hatching, use of tortellions)

I can see and draw negative shapes

I can learn to draw facial features

I can draw profiles

I can draw caricatures of faces

I can draw the human figure with correct proportions

I can use gesture drawings to study the figure in motion

I can draw animals using basic shapes to block in the drawing

I can draw a creature out of my imagination

I can learn to use prismacolor pencils

I can use prismacolor pencils to illustrate a poem

I can learn to use charcoal

I can use colored charcoal on toned paper

I can draw using pen and ink

I can learn to draw using patterns

I can illustrate a childrens book using colored pastels

I can learn to draw using 1, 2 and 3 point perspective

I can draw the school hallway using 1 point perspective